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By middle childhood, humans are able to learn abstract semantic relations (e.g., antonym, synonym, category membership) and use them to reason by analogy. A deep theoretical challenge is to show how such abstract relations can arise from nonrelational inputs, thereby providing key elements of a protosymbolic representation system. We have developed a computational model that exploits the potential synergy between deep learning from “big data” (to create semantic features for individual words) and supervised learning from “small data” (to create representations of semantic relations between words). Given as inputs labeled pairs of lexical representations extracted by deep learning, the model creates augmented representations by remapping features according to the rank of differences between values for the two words in each pair. These augmented representations aid in coping with the feature alignment problem (e.g., matching those features that make “love-hate” an antonym with the different features that make “rich-poor” an antonym). The model extracts weight distributions that are used to estimate the probabilities that new word pairs instantiate each relation, capturing the pattern of human typicality judgments for a broad range of abstract semantic relations. A measure of relational similarity can be derived and used to solve simple verbal analogies with human-level accuracy. Because each acquired relation has a modular representation, basic symbolic operations are enabled (notably, the converse of any learned relation can be formed without additional training). Abstract semantic relations can be induced by bootstrapping from nonrelational inputs, thereby enabling relational generalization and analogical reasoning.

Significance

The ability to learn and make inferences based on relations is central to intelligence, underlying the distinctively human ability to reason by analogy across dissimilar situations. We have developed a computational model demonstrating that abstract relations, such as synonymy and antonymy, can be learned efficiently from semantic feature vectors for individual words and can be used to solve simple verbal analogy problems with close to human-level accuracy. The approach illustrates the potential synergy between deep learning from “big data” and supervised reasoning from “small data.” Core properties of high-level intelligence can emerge from relatively simple computations coupled with rich semantics. The model illustrates how operations on nonrelational inputs can give rise to protosymbolic relational representations.
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new relational concepts rapidly from small numbers of examples, particularly by transferring learned knowledge to facilitate the acquisition of new relational concepts (19).

Here we propose an approach to relation learning based on operations that progressively re-represent implicit relational knowledge in increasingly explicit forms. Relational knowledge develops as the result of initial biases that guide bottom-up statistical learning, coupled with a series of bootstrapping operations that transform unstructured representations (semantic vectors for individual words) into protosymbolic representations that can support relational inferences in high-level cognition. For example, after acquiring a representation of the relation “category:instance” (e.g., “tree:oak”), this relation representation can be transformed into its corresponding converse relation “instance:category” (“oak:tree”), without any additional training with examples.

The model of relation learning described here aims to integrate the computational approaches developed in cognitive science with those underlying current AI models. Specifically, we use word embeddings as a starting point for the induction of structured relations that can support more complex analogical reasoning. Our general goal is to combine the type of learning that produces semantic vectors from “big data” with supervised learning that acquires explicit relations from “small data.” Arguably, it is the combination of these different mechanisms for learning that enables human reasoning in semantic representations using feature vectors. In 2016, the BART model was introduced as a new framework for learning semantic relations (Fig. 1). Each relation is represented as a vector formed by concatenating the individual vectors of words that constitute positive or negative examples of a semantic relation. For example, the various features that provide a distributed representation of emotional relations (e.g., while “love” and “hate” contrast as antonyms, they also have important similarities, such as being types of emotions). These acquired relational representations support analogical reasoning and enable basic symbolic operations, notably the ability to create the converse of a learned relation by a rule-like transformation, without any additional training.

Model of Relation Learning

The model described here is Bayesian Analogy with Relational Transformations (BART). (MATLAB code for the BART model is available at cvl.psych.ucla.edu/BART2code.zip.) An earlier version of this model had the limited function of learning comparative relations (e.g., “larger,” “smaller”) (10, 20, 21). BART takes as inputs feature vectors for pairs of words that constitute positive or negative examples of a semantic relation. For example, a vector formed by concatenating the individual vectors for “love” and “hate” would be a positive example of the antonymy relation, but a negative example of the category membership relation. The relational reasoning. The text corpora used by the present work were taken from word embeddings with 300 feature dimensions produced by the Word2Vec model trained on a corpus of articles published in Google News (13, 14). The SemEval-2012 Task-2 dataset (22) was used to teach BART the representations for 79 abstract semantic relations. This dataset is based on a taxonomy of semantic relations (23) and includes 10 general types (e.g., class inclusion, similar, contrast, cause-purpose). The dataset includes 3,215 word pairs, with 35–48 pairs for each of the 79 relations (SI Appendices).

From a psychological perspective, the key property of the SemEval-2012 Task-2 dataset is to provide human ratings of the prototypicality for each relation. Just as instances of basic object categories, such as fruit or furniture (24), follow a typology ordering (e.g., an orange is a more typical fruit than a watermelon), people are sensitive to differences in the typicality of instances of abstract relations (e.g., for the reverse relation, the pair “fail:succeed” is considered a better instantiation than “eat:starve”). Accordingly, a basic test of a model of relation learning is to predict human typicality gradients for the normed relations. The mean split-half reliability of human typicality ratings across all 79 relations (calculated as described in ref. 25) was 0.83, a value that provides an approximate upper bound on the success any model could attain in predicting the human judgments. More than a dozen machine-learning algorithms have been applied to this task, and the highest mean rank-order correlation reported so far is 0.41 (26).

Training Inputs. BART was trained on each of the 79 abstract relations included in the SemEval-2012 Task-2 dataset. Training was conducted separately for each relation. Just as children generally learn object categories through observing those that transform unstructured representations (semantic vectors for categories), BART takes as input that a human normally encounters over many years. A gradual learning process operating over this large input yields rich semantic representations of individual concepts, coded as modular feature vectors. Because these vectors are derived from predictions about co-occurring words, some features are likely to be correlated with semantic relations between words. These vectors in turn support bootstrapping to extract modular relation representations based on supervised learning applied to a modest number of training examples consisting of related pairs of entities.

The model incorporates a heuristic solution to the feature alignment problem, identifying common patterns across examples based on distinct sets of features. The model is thereby able to learn that, for example, “love:hate” and “rich:poor” exemplify the same relation, even though the basis for the relation differs radically across the two examples (with the former pair contrasting on a dimension of emotional attitude and the latter on economic status). The model also creates a distributed representation of relations between any pair of lexicalized concepts, allowing the model not only to assess whether the pair instantiates a given relation (e.g., “love” and “hate” are antonyms), but also to represent the likelihood of the two entities instantiating other abstract semantic relations (e.g., while “love” and “hate” contrast as antonyms, they also have important similarities, such as being types of emotions). These acquired relational representations support analogical reasoning and enable basic symbolic operations, notably the ability to create the converse of a learned relation by a rule-like transformation, without any additional training.

Relation Learning and Inference. The BART model consists of a three-stage process for learning a broad range of abstract semantic relations (Fig. 1). Each relation representation is modular; that is, each relation is represented with a distinct distribution of weights. In its first stage, BART exploits the heuristic that features playing similar functional roles will tend to occupy similar ranks in an ordering of differences between paired words. Specifically, the model computes the difference vector between two paired words and sorts them to derive the rank order of the differences. Features are then dynamically remapped to align them by position in the ranking, rather than by identity. The difference-ranked feature vectors on the model for the reverse relation, the pair “eat:starve” (24), it is highly plausible that people’s first encounters with relations will involve a small number of typical examples. Accordingly, a small number of the best example pairs served as positive instances for learning each relation. We used 20 positive training examples for most of the simulations reported below. In addition, a fixed set of 64–74 negative instances was selected, using the top example for each relation from general types other than that of the target relation.
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number of selected dimensions was 127 (range, 75–216), and the mean proportion of selected dimensions based on ranked features was 0.16 (range, 0.045). Ranked features were selected in largest number for relations of the general types “contrast” (typically dimensions with extreme difference values; i.e., large positive or negative feature differences) and “similar” (typically dimensions with small feature differences).

In the third stage, BART uses the selected features of word pairs, \( f \), in training examples to estimate weights distributions, \( w \), for representing a particular relation, \( R \), by applying the Bayes rule as

\[
P(w|f, R) \propto P(R|f, w)P(w),
\]

in which the prior on mean weights, \( P(w) \), is derived from a contrast-based empirical prior. Specifically, the means for weights associated with the features of the first word are set as the coefficients estimated in stage 2 for the corresponding feature dimension; to form a contrast, the means for the weights associated with the features of the second word are generated by reversing the sign on the corresponding weights for the first role.

The likelihood term is defined by a logistic function on the relational weights and selected semantic features, \( (1 + e^{-wT})^{-1} \).

The inference is implemented using the variational Bayesian method to approximate integrals involved in probabilistic models (28). A formal statement of the model and pseudocode are provided in SI Appendix.

After learning the distribution of weights associated with the subset of semantic features \( f_L, R_L \), the model can estimate the posterior probability that a new word pair, \( g \), instantiates the learned relation, \( R_a \), by marginalizing the weight distribution for this relation:

\[
P(R|g) = \int P(R|g, w)P(w|f_L, R_L).
\]

### Results

#### Predicting Typicality for Semantic Relations

During training, the BART model was provided only with binary labels for each example of each relation (positive or negative examples); thus, the model was not provided with any information about the typicality ordering of the positive examples. To assess the model’s ability to predict typicality for semantic relations, the model calculated the posterior probability of instantiating the relation for each word pair listed in ref. 22 for that relation (i.e., the 20 training positive examples and the remaining 15–28 word pairs not included in the training phase). Spearman rank-order correlation coefficients were calculated between the model-generated posterior probabilities and human typicality judgments for each relation.

Fig. 2 depicts the correlation values averaged across all relations within each of the 10 types. Predictions derived from BART were compared with those derived from the Word2vec model, based on the cosine distance between the difference vector for a word pair and that for a paradigmatic example for that relation (14). For all 10 relation types, BART achieved high rank-order correlations between human typicality ratings and predicted probabilities derived from the model. Across all 79 individual relations, the model’s mean Spearman correlation with the human ordering was 0.81 (range, 0.65–0.91). The performance of BART considerably exceeded the mean correlation of 0.34 achieved using Word2vec as a baseline.

Note that the mean split-half reliability of the orderings across all 79 relations was 0.83, a value that provides an approximate upper bound on the success in predicting the human typicality gradients that any model could attain. The fact that BART’s correlation with human judgments approached this upper bound demonstrates that supervised learning with small training samples (20 positive examples) can significantly enhance the representational sensitivity of a computational model of semantic relations. Furthermore, the consistent improvement obtained across diverse semantic relations indicates that learning mechanisms originally developed for learning comparatives generalize very well to learning a broad range of abstract semantic relations.

**Solving Verbal Analogy Problems Based on Learned Relations.** Solving verbal analogy problems requires specifying the full relationship between each pair of concepts, which may often have nontrivial posterior probabilities of instantiating multiple relations. In BART, the pool of learned relations affords a natural mechanism to create a more refined representation of the relation(s) between two paired words. The posterior probabilities calculated for all known relations form a relation vector, with each element indicating how likely a word pair instantiates a relation. Thus, the result of this operation is to create a distributed representation of the relation(s) between two words, with the original semantic features being projected into a transformed space that can be used to assess relation probabilities. The use of a distributed representation across learned relations allows the model to capture both the fact that word pairs vary in the degree to which they instantiate any given relation (i.e., the relation typicality effect, discussed above) and the fact that they often instantiate multiple relations, enabling the solution of simple verbal analogy problems.

Fig. 3 displays the vector of posterior probabilities for four word pairs that instantiate the specific relation of “contradictory” (within the general type of “contrast”). These are ordered from a highly typical example of contradictory (“hot-cold”) to a less typical (but still positive) example (“abundant-scarce”). Each of these four examples was given to BART as a positive example for the learned relation of contradictory. These pairs yield high to moderate posterior probabilities for multiple specific relations...
within the general type of contrast. Notably, as the typicality of the word pairs with respect to contradictory declines, the relation vector becomes increasingly distributed across a broader range of relation types (particularly for the general type of similar).

To solve a verbal analogy problem in the form “A:B :: C:D,” the basic requirement is to identify the relation or relations linking “A” to “B” and “C” to “D,” and to then assess whether the two relational representations satisfy some criterion for matching one another. In the absence of any explicit relational representations, models such as Word2vec simply code the generic relation between any two words as the difference vector between the two word embeddings, and then compute the cosine distance between the resulting difference vectors (where an ideal analogy will yield parallel difference vectors, hence cosine distance of 0) (14). In BART, the relational similarity between two word pairs can be readily estimated by computing the cosine distance between the two relation vectors (Fig. 3). Whereas the cosine distance computed by Word2vec depends solely on the word semantic features, the distance computed by BART operates on the set of explicit relations that the model has previously learned, providing greater sensitivity to the specific relations linking a given pair.

To assess the performance of BART and the baseline Word2vec model in solving verbal analogies, we developed the UCLA Verbal Analogy Test (VAT; SI Appendix, Table S2). This test consists of 80 analogy problems, with 20 items based on each of four types of relations, which we term categorical, function, antonym, and synonym (loosely based on the types of four types of relations, which we term categorical, function, antonym, and synonym, respectively, in ref. 22). An example (for the categorical relation) is “insect:fish+hali but” vs. “fish:water.” Note that the D’ foil (“water”) is chosen to be a highly associated word to the C term (“fish”). The correct answer and the foil are always based on the same C term, and the same word classes (in this case, noun-noun). All 80 problems have a similar structure. Here 94% of the word pairs used to construct VAT items are new pairs that did not appear in the set of pairs (22) used to train BART, ensuring a strong test of generalization of acquired relation knowledge to novel instantiations presented as analogy problems.

Fig. 4 displays the proportion correct for the VAT problems achieved by Word2vec, BART, and humans. Both models performed better than chance level (0.50) for problems based on each of the four relation types. The mean accuracy for BART was 0.84 (range, 0.70–0.95 across the four types), consistently higher than that of 0.69 (range, 0.55–0.80) achieved by Word2vec. For comparison, the VAT was administered to 57 human participants (minimum education level of high-school graduation, located in the United States) using Amazon Mechanical Turk (approved, including informed consent procedures, by the UCLA Office of the Human Research Protection Program). This group achieved a mean solution rate of 0.84 (range, 0.81–0.86 across relation types). BART achieved a performance level comparable to that of humans for the relations of categorical, function, and synonym, but performed less well for the antonym relation. A possible reason for this finding is that the BART model was trained on each relation in isolation, with negative examples distributed across all the other nontarget relation types. Some concepts that form VAT antonyms (e.g., “friend:enemy”) are quite similar in some respects (e.g., both are social roles). The concepts used in the VAT foils (CD’ pairs) also tend to be similar to one another, which may have made analogies based on the relation of contrast (the type most related to antonym in VAT items) especially confusable for BART. Unlike BART, children are generally taught in school that antonym (or opposite) is mutually exclusive with synonym; this learning experience may enhance discriminability between the two relations for humans.

To assess the developmental course of BART’s relation learning and analogical reasoning, we tested the model as the number of positive training examples was varied over the range of 1–20 (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). Four positive training examples sufficed for BART to clearly exceed Word2vec’s performance in predicting typicality orderings. For the analogy task, an advantage for BART relative to Word2vec emerged after BART had been trained with approximately eight positive examples.

Comparisons of BART Model with Control Simulations. A number of alternative models and control variants were implemented and tested (see SI Appendix, with summary in SI Appendix, Fig. S2). A feedforward neural network with a hidden layer (10 units) yielded chance level performance for the VAT. We tested five variants of BART to isolate the impact of individual components of the model. Each variant was designed to assess the importance of a specific component of the BART model by altering or removing a single component while keeping the rest of the model identical to the full BART. After removal of Bayesian learning in stage 3 (control 1) or removal of the empirical priors (control 2), performance on the analogy test dropped by roughly 20%. When only ranked features (control 3) or only raw features (control 4) were used, performance on the analogy test was reduced by 24% and 9%, respectively. When a transformed semantic space for word features was used (control 5), performance dropped by 10%.

Generating Converse Relations. The relation representations learned by BART are modular (each corresponding to a separate and identifiable weight distribution) and inherently structured, in
that the learned weight distribution for a binary relation can be readily decomposed into weights on its two constituent roles, that is, on features of the first and second word, respectively, in a pair instantiating the relation. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 1, in which a color code distinguishes features and weights defining the two roles.

These properties of BART’s relation representations (i.e., modularity and role structure) enable the performance of basic symbolic computations on them. In particular, BART can capture a general relation between relations: any relation R(a, b) can be used to define a converse relation, R'(b, a), by reversing the role assignments; for example, “instance of (a, b)” has the converse relation “category of (b, a).” Because BART’s relation representations are modular, a converse can simply be added to the model’s set of known relations without altering the relation used to generate it. The converse constitutes a distinct relation only when the roles are asymmetrical, so that R' ≠ R. A criticism of previous neural network models of analogy is that they do not learn relations structured in terms of roles and thus cannot solve analogies based on relations that are converses of those on which the model was trained without explicitly retraining the model on examples of the converse relations (29).

For many relations in the taxonomy used to train BART (22), the converse is also included, so the model is quite robust when word pairs are reversed for the asymmetrical relations used to form VAT items. To provide an initial demonstration of the potential for using converse creation to further increase BART’s capacity to solve analogies problems, we examined a more semantically-distant analogy (30). When presented in the order “blindness:sight::poverty:money” vs. “finance:money,” BART correctly picks “poverty:money” as the better analogical alternative. Note that none of the word pairs in this example was used in the learning phase of the BART model. However, when the word pairs are reversed (“sight:blindness::money:poverty” vs. “money:finance”), the model incorrectly chooses the converse. This sense of order is due to the fact that the A:B pair “blindness:sight” and C:D pair “poverty:money” both have moderately high posterior probabilities of instantiating multiple asymmetrical relations included in the taxonomy on which BART was trained, whereas the reversed B:A and D:C pairs do not.

We then allowed BART to create converses of its learned relations by simply reversing the covariance matrix, swapping weights (and their associated variances and covariances) across the two roles, and again attempt the reversed analogy problem. Rather than requiring retraining to learn the converse of a learned relation, BART forms the converse with a rule-like operation by reordering the weights without any additional learning. When the converse of each of BART’s nonsymmetrical learned relations is computed and added to the distributed representation used to solve the analogy, BART correctly selects “money:poverty” as the analogical answer to the reversed problem.

As another challenging example in which enriching relational knowledge by introducing converse relations can enhance analogical reasoning, we considered a verbal analogy problem discussed in ref. (12): “pigeon:dog” vs. “dog:cat.” This problem is difficult in part because the words in the foil (“dog:cat”) are more closely associated with each other than are those in the anagolical option (“dog:wolf”), creating strong competition between the choice based on relation similarity and the foil based on simple association (31). Using its basic vectors of posterior probabilities over the 79 relations on which it was trained, BART incorrectly selects the associative foil. However, if converses are created in the manner described above and used to expand its set of relation vectors, BART chooses the analogical option.

Discussion

The present study provides an example of the synergy made possible by combining learning of semantic feature vectors from big data with more focused learning that enables induction of relational representations from small data. Arguably, it is the combination of these different types of learning that supports human relational reasoning. Because relations are central to analogy, an account of relation learning must provide a necessary building block for a computational theory of analogical reasoning. To assess whether one word pair (e.g., “hot:cold”) is analogous to another (e.g., “rich:poor”), the reasoner must first determine what unmeasured relation(s) each word pair instantiates and then determine whether the two pairs share a set of relations that yields sufficiently high relational similarity to make them analogous. However, most previous analogy models (4–7) can neither learn relations from nonrelational inputs nor generate the relations required to solve simple verbal analogies. In this paper, we propose computational mechanisms to enable learning of relations and to use these relations to solve verbal analogy problems.

BART’s use of weight distributions (rather than pools of units) to represent relations within a neural network allows the representation of each relation to be modular (similar to the approach in ref. 11). In agreement with other neural network models that aim to integrate relation learning with analogical learning (9, 12), BART views the learning and comparison of relations as core mechanisms that drive analogical reasoning rather than treating the latter as an entirely separable process. The ability to solve analogy problems increases in a graded fashion with increased training on the relevant relations (SI Appendix, Fig. S1), consistent with both developmental evidence (32) and previous computational models (12, 33).

At the same time, BART has a number of properties that distinguish it from related neural-network models. BART is able to directly learn two-place relations (e.g., synonym) that cannot be constructed in any apparent way from one-place predicates (a limitation of the model described of ref. 9). BART’s relation representations, which have identifiable constituent roles, enable the model to systematically transform any learned relation into its converse (without retraining), thereby extending the power of analogical reasoning. Similarly, for the special case of comparative relations (21), the model is able to make role-based transitive inferences with arbitrary role fillers (e.g., given “A larger than B” and “B larger than C,” the model can infer “A larger than C”).

Many hurdles remain to be overcome to achieve the goal of providing a model of human relation learning that can support the full range of relational reasoning. Important psychological questions remain to be addressed concerning the triggers for forming converse relations. BART’s procedure for feature remapping provides a partial solution to the feature alignment problem, but the model’s limited success in solving analogy problems based on antonyms suggests that its account of feature alignment needs to be improved. In addition, the BART model is based on supervised learning with labeled examples. Children in early elementary school typically receive explicit instruction that includes labeled examples for at least some core semantic relations (e.g., antonym and synonym); however, it has been argued that human concepts may be introduced by direct instruction with a few salient examples, followed by a process of semisupervised learning based in part on unlabeled examples (34). How to effectively integrate supervised and unsupervised learning in relation learning remains an open question for computational models.

So far, the BART model has been tested only on simple verbal analogy problems based on the types of general relations on which it was trained. However, verbal analogies can be constructed using highly specific relations (e.g., “one:five:: soloist: quintet”). The model would need to be trained to recognize a much broader pool of relations to solve a more comprehensive set of analogy problems. Moreover, a full model of analogical reasoning requires the capacity to account for the interaction between elements organized into more complex propositional structures (e.g., analogies between stories). In addition, humans clearly learn relations from visuospatial as well as linguistic inputs and can solve analogy problems posed as pictures of either individual objects or as scenes depicting multiple interacting objects (35, 36). AI models of machine vision (e.g., ref. 37) are...
likely to contribute to future advances in modeling human relational learning and analogical reasoning.

Another direction for future work is to relate computational models more closely to neuroscientific evidence. For example, forms of brain damage that disrupt semantic knowledge (e.g., damage to the anterior temporal cortex) are known to impair reasoning with verbal analogies (31). Such damage could be modeled by adding noise to BART’s feature vectors and/or weight distributions (cf. refs. 12, 31, and 38). FrONTAL damage, which increases the tendency to err by choosing a semantically associated foil rather than the analogical completion, could be modeled by impairment in mechanisms required to form, maintain and compare relation vectors for A:B and C:D pairs (cf. ref. 12). For healthy individuals performing reasoning tasks, BART’s quantitative account of relation similarity can potentially be used to predict patterns of neural activity associated with specific word pairs, using the methods of representational similarity analysis (39). A full understanding of relation learning and analogical reasoning will require greater integration of computational models with neural mechanisms.
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